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The catalytic asymmetric addition of cyanide to carbonyl
compounds1 such as aldehydes,2 imines3 and ketoimines4 is
currently intensively studied. However, no practical asymmetric
cyanosilylation of ketones has been reported so far. For example,5

the best result using chemical catalyst is 72% ee in the case of
aryl methyl ketones. However, this catalyst could not be applied
to ethyl ketones (∼30% ee) and aliphatic ketones.6 In view of
the importance of the cyanohydrins as precursors of chiral
quaternaryR-hydroxy carbonyl derivatives, development of an
efficient catalytic asymmetric cyanosilylation of ketones with
broad generality is long awaited. Herein, we describe the first
entry in this category that we believe is useful for synthesizing a
variety of quaternary cyanohydrins, catalyzed by a novel titanium
catalyst1.

During the course of our studies to develop a new asymmetric
catalyst from the concept of bifunctional catalysis,7 we have found
that the Lewis acid (Al)-Lewis base (phosphine oxide) catalyst
3 can promote the cyanosilylation of acetophenone, however, with
low enantiomeric excess (20%).8 To improve the enantioselec-
tivity, we planned to introduce a catechol moiety at the C3
hydroxyl group on the basis of the following consideration. The
coordination of the ether oxygen at C3 should make it possible
to form a complex such as1. As a result, the phenyl group of the
catechol should be fixed at the position shielding theR-side (anti

to the phosphine oxide, concave side) of the catalyst, thus defining
the position of the coordinating ketone at theâ-side,syn to the
Lewis basic phosphine oxide. Therefore, we designed the new
catalyst1. Ligand1-L was readily synthesized in multigram scale
from the known alcohol49 as shown in Scheme 1.10

First, we screened different metals combined with ligand1-L
for the catalysis of the addition of TMSCN to acetophenone9a
(Table 1). Although the Yb catalyst showed a remarkable
reactivity (Table 1, entry 2), it was found that the Ti catalyst
gave the best enantiomeric excess (Table 1, entry 4). Furthermore,
when the reaction was conducted at-20 °C, the ee was increased
up to 73% (Table 1, entry 5). Next, we examined the effect of
solvent (Table 2). Interestingly, both the reaction rate and
enantioselectivity increased in a coordinating solvent such as THF
compared to less polar solvents such as CH2Cl2 or toluene.
Gratifyingly, employing more concentrated conditions (3 M in
terms of9a), the reaction proceeded more efficiently at-30 °C
for 36 h to give the product in 85% yield and with 92% ee (Table
2, entry 4). Consequently, the best reaction conditions were
determined to involve 10 mol % of Ti(Oi Pr)4 and ligand1-L in
THF solvent.
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Scheme 1.Synthesis of1-L

Table 1. Effect of Metals

entry metal temp/°C time/h yield/% ee/% R/S

1 Et2AlCl rt 48 0 - -
2 Yb(OiPr)3 rt 2 90 18 S
3 Zr(OtBu)4 rt 36 52 14 R
4 Ti(OiPr)4 rt 48 78 35 R
5 Ti(OiPr)4 -20 36 44 73 R

Table 2. Effect of Solvents

entry solvent conc/M temp/°C time/h yield/% ee/%

1 CH2Cl2 0.65 -20 36 44 73
2 toluene 0.65 -20 36 40 70
3 THF 0.65 -20 36 58 83
4 THF 3 -30 36 85 92
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To get a preliminary insight into the catalyst structure, we
performed NMR studies. When a mixture of Ti(OiPr)4 and1-L
was heated at 75°C for 1 h in toluene, generation of 2 equiv of
iPrOH was observed in1H NMR. Therefore, at this stage, the
pre-catalyst contains titanium diisopropoxide (1: Mtl )
Ti(OiPr)2). After evaporation of toluene, THF and TMSCN (2
equiv to Ti) were added. Then, peaks corresponding to TMSO-
iPr (0.19, 1.21, and 4.1 ppm) emerged, indicating the generation
of titanium cyanide species. After 1 h at ambient temperature,
about 70% of titanium seemed to contain monocyanide, deduced
from the integration ratio of the remained TMSCN (0.44 ppm)
and generated TMSOiPr. Starting the reaction by further adding
acetophenone9a (10 equiv to Ti) and TMSCN (15 equiv to Ti),
almost complete mono-ligand exchange from isopropoxide to
cyanide seemed to take place.11 Therefore, the actual catalyst
should be a complex composed of titanium monocyano monoiso-
propoxide (1: Mtl ) Ti(CN)(OiPr)). As will be described later,
complete formation of titanium monocyanide was realized by
longer reaction time (10 h) using 1 equiv of TMSCN.

This newly developed catalyst1 shows a broad applicability
for reactions of various ketones with high enantioselectivity,
including both aromatic and aliphatic ketones (Table 3).12

Specifically, less reactive ketones such as propiophenone9f and
indanone9e gave the product in 89% and 72% yield with 91%
and 69% ee’s. The enone9g gave the 1,2-adduct with complete
regioselectivity. Even the simplen-alkanone9j gave the product
in 76% ee.13 Thus, this is the first example of a general
cyanosilylation reported to date. The product10dwas successfully
converted to the quaternary hydroxy ester (HCl-EtOH, 90°C for
3 h) or aldehyde (DIBAL-H) in a single step without any loss of
enantiomeric excess.10

To get a further insight into the nature of this reaction, kinetic
studies were carried out and the reaction rate was found to show
a first-order dependency on the catalyst.10 Furthermore, from the
labeling experiment using TMS13CN,14 the cyanide appeared to
be transferred from TMSCN but not from titanium cyanide.10

Thus, we prepared the active titanium catalyst containing12CN
from Ti(OiPr)4, 1-L (1 equiv) and TMS12CN (1 equiv) (rt for 10
h). After complete consumption of TMS12CN was confirmed by
1H NMR, and then9a (1 equiv) and TMS13CN (1 equiv) were
added. Incorporation (77%) of13CN into the product10a was
confirmed by13C NMR.15 These results suggest that the titanium
cyanide would act only as a Lewis acid but not as a CN source.
Meanwhile, preliminary studies to elucidate the role of the
phosphine oxide revealed the importance of this moiety on the
enantioselectivity as well as the catalytic activity. Thus, using
the control ligand2 containing a diphenylmethyl group, instead
of the phosphine oxide, neither reaction of9a nor more reactive
9i proceeded at low temperature. These reactions proceeded very
slowly at ambient temperature to give10a and10i in only 31%
and 33% yields (80 h), respectively, and both with 2% ee. From
these observations, as well as the former results from our
laboratories,2a,3a,7we propose a dual activation mechanism by the
catalyst1, in which the titanium and the oxygen atom of the
phosphine oxide activate the ketone and TMSCN as a Lewis acid
and a Lewis base, respectively (Figure 1).

In conclusion, we have developed the first general and highly
enantioselective cyanosilylation of ketones by designing the novel
bifunctional catalyst1 containing titanium and phosphine oxide.
Products were efficiently converted to chiral quaternaryR-hydroxy
carbonyl derivatives. This contribution should provide a new
synthetic strategy for the construction of chiral quaternary carbon
centers as well as facilitate biological studies using quaternary
R-hydroxy carboxylic acids as a tool.16 Studies for clarifying the
reaction mechanism and the origin of the enantioselection are
currently under investigation.
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Table 3. Catalytic Asymmetric Cyanosilylation of Ketonesa

a The method for preparation of the catalyst and the general procedure
of the reaction, see ref 12.b Isolated yield.c Determined by chiral HPLC
or GC analysis. See Supporting Information.d Ee was determined after
conversion to the corresponding benzyl carboxylate.e The absolute
configurations were determined by the comparison with the reported
values of optical rotation.

Figure 1. Working model
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